
Checklist on the Importance of Link Metrics

Link metrics are important indicators in search engine optimization (SEO) that aid in evaluating
the caliber and potency of backlinks pointing to a website. An essential factor in assessing a
website's authority, relevancy, and position on search engine results pages (SERPs) is its
backlink profile or inbound links from other websites. To create a strong SEO strategy, increase
site exposure, and increase organic traffic, it is imperative to comprehend and analyze link
metrics. This checklist will walk you through the most important components of link metrics and
show you how to use them to the fullest extent possible to improve the performance of your
website.

#1. Domain Authority (DA)

● Definition: A Moz score indicates a website's likelihood of ranking highly in search
results.

● Importance: A higher DA shows that you have a better chance of ranking well, which
reflects the overall strength and caliber of your backlink profile.

● Action: To increase your domain authority (DA) and raise your chances of ranking, try to
obtain backlinks from high-DA websites.

#2. Authority on Page (PA)

● Definition: Like domain authority (DA), but concentrates on a single page's potential for
ranking rather than the domain as a whole.

● Relevance: This service assists in identifying the pages on your website that, based on
their backlink profiles, are most likely to rank highly.

● Take action: Optimize and develop backlinks to significant pages with high PA to improve
their search engine visibility.

33. Flow of Trust (TF)

● Definition: A Majestic-created metric that assesses a website's credibility by looking at
the caliber of its backlinks.

● Significance: A higher TF suggests that a website possesses reliable and authoritative
backlinks, which enhances its SEO performance.

● Action: To increase the reliability and trustworthiness of your website, concentrate on
obtaining backlinks from websites with high TF.



#4. The Citation Flow (CF)

● Definition: An additional Majestic metric that counts the number of links pointing to a
website without considering its quality.

● Importance: TF and CF should be balanced to maintain a healthy backlink profile, even if
CF indicates the number of links.

● Action: Aim for a balanced CF and TF ratio to ensure you have a large number of links
and high-quality, reliable backlinks.

#5. Distribution of Anchor Text
● Definition: The text clicked and visible in a hyperlink pointing to your website.
● Importance: A varied and pertinent anchor text distribution promotes improved SEO by

enhancing the context and relevancy of your backlinks.
● To prevent over-optimization and possible penalties, ensure the anchor texts in your

backlinks are natural, varied, and pertinent to the content they point to.

#6. Relevance of the Link

● Definition: How well the content of the linked site matches the content of your website.
● Importance: Because they offer contextual authority and relevance, backlinks from

relevant websites are more beneficial for SEO.
● Take action: To increase relevancy and boost search engine rankings, look for backlinks

from websites and pages that are topically connected to your content.

#7. Connectivity Speed
● Definition: The pace at which backlinks are added to or removed from a website over

time.
● Importance: While abrupt spikes or declines can indicate manipulative link-building

tactics, a natural and steady link velocity shows good link growth.
● Take action: Strive for consistent and organic backlink growth to preserve a strong link

profile and avoid search engine penalties.

#8. Links with Nofollow Versus Follow

● Interpretation: DoFollow links transfer search engine optimization value to the linked site,
but NoFollow links do not.

● Relevance: Dofollow and nofollow links both directly impact search engine optimization
(SEO), while nofollow links offer variety and increased traffic opportunities.

● Action: Aim for a balanced combination of DoFollow and NoFollow connections to build a
natural backlink profile and improve overall link diversity.




